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*Perceptions of diversity in Australian language policy since the 1990s*

Australian language policy has been characterised by pendulum swings that reflect changing attitudes towards linguistic and cultural diversity and the ideologies that accompany them. These changes reflect shifting international orientations and local political debate about what constitutes Australian identity.

In this presentation I outline some key national policy trends since the heyday of the National Language Policy (1987). As others have argued, these trends indicate a restrictive focus on the study of languages and reflect the climate of economic rationalism that has dominated the Australian political scene since the 1990s. By the end of the 1990s, economic arguments for language learning had become paramount and Australian language policy had swung from valuing linguistic and cultural diversity to an emphasis on English literacy and on educational planning driven by outcomes-based assessment.

Dramatic reductions in the number of students opting to study languages other than English (LOTE) in schools have sparked media debate about language learning in which the argument that Asian languages should be studied for economic reasons still carries weight. The state of language learning in Australia and Queensland in particular remains precarious. By way of illustration, I discuss recent policy swings in Queensland which indicate indecision as to the status of LOTE in the curriculum and what are considered to be valid reasons for studying them. I reflect on two recent policy documents to come from Queensland as well as the potential of the new national curriculum to promote language learning.
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‘Absurd! Like almost everything in this Macondo’: Constructions of place in arguments about a sexual assault

In late February 2006 a man was sentenced to four years’ house arrest for assaulting a woman in the street in Bogotá, Colombia. The Colombian daily newspaper, *El Tiempo*, ran numerous articles and several internet forums about the case. The news coverage set off a series of comparisons and contrasts from readers in Colombia and from emigrants in locations around the world. In forum users’ comments, three contexts were characterised: Colombia, the Middle East, and ‘countries like the United States’. Similar sexual assaults and punishments were constructed in these contexts in order to make arguments about the case. This paper analyses comparisons and contrasts in these forums in order to explain how cultural contexts are used as a resource to support arguments about a particular case of sexual assault and the Colombian justice system.